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1 Introduction
• isiXhosa (Nguni, Bantu) has both periphrastic and morphological productive causative con-
structions (there are also some non-productive morphological ones in idioms and some anti-
causative alternating verbs); we’ll be concentrating on the productive morphological ones.1
• The morphological causative exhibits a case alternation regarding the causee (which can be
unmarked as in (1) or oblique as in (2)).
(1) Intengiso
9advertizement
i-fun-is-e
9subj-want-caus-perf
inkwenkwe
9boy
ithoyi.
9toy
‘The advertizement made the boy want a toy.’ (11/14/2017)
(2) Intengiso
9advertizement
i-fun-is-e
9subj-want-caus-perf
ithoyi
9toy
nge-nkwenkwe.
instr-9boy
‘The advertizement made the boy want a toy.’ (11/14/2017)
1Here and throughout, a date next to an example refers to when it was elicited and appears in our notes. The
jumping-off point for this project was the Linguistic Field Methods class at BU in Spring 2016, for which I was the
instructor and my co-author was the native speaking consultant. We’d both like to thank all the students in that
class for their work with us, especially Dallas Walter, whose final project on affix order in causativized applicatives
and applicativized causatives inspired our continuing work. Thanks also to audiences at the University of Chicago,
the University of Connecticut, and ACAL 49, and to three anonymous reviewers for Syntax for their feedback.
Glossing conventions: ‘1,2,3...15’ = noun classes of 3rd person nouns and noun-class agreement morphology, ‘1sg,
2sg, 1pl, 2pl’ = 1st and 2nd persons singular and plural, ‘appl’ = applicative, ‘caus’ = causative, ‘disj’ = disjoint
morpheme (used roughly when VP is empty save for the verb itself), ‘expl’ = expletive, ‘fv’ = final vowel (a suffix
whose allomorphy reflects certain types of inflectional information), ‘instr’ = instrumental, ‘loc’ = locative, ‘obj’
= object marker, ‘pass’ = passive, ‘perf’ = perfect, ‘pl’ = plural, ‘refl’ = reflexive, ‘sbjv’ = subjunctive, ‘subj’ =
subject marker, ‘trans’ = transitive.
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• The periphrastic causative clearly involves embedding of a whole CP, in which the causee is
the subject of the finite embedded verb (3).
(3) Intengiso
9advertizement
y-enz-e
9subj-make-perf
ukuba
C
inkwenkwe
9boy
i-fun-e
9subj-want-sbjv
ithoyi.
9toy
‘The advertizement made the boy want a toy.’ (11/14/2017)
• Puzzle: Tempting though it is (given much recent discussion of causatives)2 to reduce
the alternation in (1) vs. (2) to a difference in the size or the category of the constituent
selected by the causative suffix, this won’t work: both variants turn out to be verb-selecting
causatives in the typology of Pylkkänen (2008).
• Today’s Goal: Present and defend an analysis of productive morphological causatives in
isiXhosa which...
– ...takes the causee to be introduced in different positions in the two constructions;
– ...explains a number of syntactic and semantic asymmetries between the two construc-
tions in terms of this difference in where the causee is introduced;
– ...extends our understanding of the limits of cross-linguistic variation in causatives (as
overviewed recently by Harley 2017).
• Roadmap:
1. Introduction
2. A Sketch of the Analysis
3. isiXhosa Morphological Causatives are Verb-Selecting
4. Explaining Asymmetries between Unmarked and Oblique Causees
5. A Remaining Challenge: Idiom Preservation
6. Conclusion: (Micro)parametric Variation in Verb-Selecting Causatives
7. Appendix: Animacy and A-movement locality
2 A Sketch of the Analysis
• As a baseline, in (4) we provide the structure of the thematic domain we assume for simple
transitive cases.
• We assume that the prefixes in Nguni languages are outside of the thematic domain, and
that the so-called ‘Final Vowel’/‘Final Suffix’ is too (see Buell 2005 and Halpert 2012 on the
Final Vowel in Zulu; see Pietraszko 2017 on Ndebele for a different view on this morpheme).
2Harley (2017); Jung (2014); Key (2013); Legate (2014); Pitteroff & Campanini (2013), amongst many others.
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(4) uDallas
Dallas
w-ong-e
3subj-look.after-perf
abantwana.
children
‘Dallas looked after the children.’ (11/14/2017)
VoiceP
DP
uDallas
Dallas
Voice’
Voice{D} vP
v
√
ong−
look.after
v{}
DP
abantwana
the children
• The notation {D} indicates the need for a specifier of category ‘D’; {} indicates the absence
of such a requirement (see Wood 2015; Schäfer 2008).
• isiXhosa productive morphological causatives are ‘verb-selecting’, meaning they embed a
verbal substructure smaller than VoiceP but larger than a root (usually vP, or HighApplP
if it is present).
• Since there is by definition no VoiceP embedded under a verb-selecting causative, the external
argument of the embedded predicate (the causee) must be introduced in some other way.
Languages with verb-selecting causatives vary in how they solve this issue (Harley 2017;
Jung 2014; Key 2013; Legate 2014; Pitteroff & Campanini 2013).
• Claim 1: isiXhosa has access to two different ways of introducing the causee in such struc-
tures, giving rise to the case alternation that we see.
• Claim 2: The Caus head in isiXhosa requires a specifier, meaning something must raise to
spec-CausP if nothing is first-merged there.
(5) Productive Morphological Causatives: Two Places for Causees
a. The causee can be introduced in the specifier of the Caus head, as in (6) (adapt-
ing Pylkkänen 2008, p.120, her (94); see also Halpert 2015, p.51 on Zulu; but cf
Tubino Blanco 2011, pp.47-48) OR
b. The causee can be introduced as an adjunct to the lower vP, as in (7), following
in part Alexiadou (2014), Alexiadou et al. (2015), Schäfer (2008, 2012), and Wood
(2013) on argument-oblique alternations. In such cases, another internal argument
must raise into spec-CausP.
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(6) uSarah
1Sarah
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
abantwana.
2children
‘Sarah {made/helped} Dallas look after the children.’ (11/14/2017)
VoiceP
DP
uSarah
Voice’
Voice{D} CausP
DP
uDallas
Caus’
Caus{D}
-is
vP
v
√
ong−
look.after
v{}
DP
abantwana
the children
(7) uSarah
1Sarah
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
abantwana
2children
ngo-Dallas.
instr-1Dallas
‘Sarah made Dallas look after the children.’ (11/14/2017)
VoiceP
DP
uSarah
Voice’
Voice{D} CausP
DPi
abantwana
the children
Caus’
Caus{D}
-is
vP
vP
v
√
ong−
look.after
v{}
ti
PP
P
ngo-
instr-
DP
Dallas
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• The choice of how to introduce the causee has a number of downstream consequences:
– A causee in spec-CausP is in an A-position, and therefore an intervenor for A-movement
of the theme; a causee adjoined to vP is not.
– A causee in spec-CausP, as an argument, can’t be omitted; a causee adjoined to vP is
an adjunct, and therefore optional.
– The Caus head in isiXhosa turns out to have the option of introducing a thematic role
of its own, giving rise to a special Sociative reading (on which more below). This role
can only be assigned to an argument introduced in spec-CausP (i.e., in the structure
in (6)).
– A causee adjoined to vP cannot raise to satisfy the Caus head’s specifier requirement,
meaning that the oblique causee can only be used if there’s another DP around capable
of satisfying that requirement.
3 isiXhosa Morphological Causatives are Verb-Selecting
• Amongst productive causative constructions, Pylkkänen (2008) distinguishes verb-selecting
causatives from phase-selecting causatives. I’ll be calling the latter Voice-selecting causatives,
following Jung (2014), Harley (2017).
• These two types are distinguished mainly with respect to properties of the causee, particu-
larly whether it patterns like a subject (in which case we have a Voice-selecting causative)
or not (in which case we have a verb-selecting causative).
• We will now see that both unmarked and oblique causees in isiXhosa fail to act like subjects
by the following diagnostics:
– Agent-Oriented Modification
– Reflexives (which are subject-oriented in isiXhosa)
– Determining binding domains for Principle B
• We’ll see evidence that the above diagnostics aren’t sensitive specifically to spec-TP in
isiXhosa.
• Compatible with the broader conclusion that the causative is verb-selecting, we’ll also see
that it can’t embed the passive.
3.1 Agent-Oriented Modification
• A commonly-used test for the subjecthood of the causee in causative constructions is agent-
oriented modification (Shibatani 1972; Horvath & Siloni 2011).
• Subjects can be associated with such adverbial expressions as on purpose:
(8) uZoli
1Zoli
w-aphul-e
1subj-break.trans-perf
iglasi
9glass
ngabom.
on.purpose
‘Zoli broke the glass on purpose.’ (02/06/2018)
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• With respect to the morphological causatives of transitives, unmarked and oblique causees
are equally incapable of being the target of agent-oriented modification.
(9) uDallasi
1Dallas
w-aphul-is-e
1subj-break.trans-caus-perf
uZolij
1Zoli
iglasi
9glass
ngabomi/∗j.
on.purpose
‘Dallas [[made Zoli break the glass] on purpose].’ (02/06/2018)
NOT: *‘Dallas [made [Zoli break the glass on purpose]].’
(10) uDallasi
1Dallas
w-aphul-is-e
1subj-break.trans-caus-perf
iglasi
9glass
ngo-Zolij
instr-1Zoli
ngabomi/∗j.
on.purpose
‘Dallas [[made Zoli break the glass] on purpose].’ (02/06/2018)
NOT: *‘Dallas [made [Zoli break the glass on purpose]].’
• As expected, the causee in the periphrastic causative does act like a subject by this diag-
nostic.
(11) uDallasi
1Dallas
w-enz-e
1subj-make-perf
ukuba
C
uZolij
1Zoli
a-phul-e
1subj.sbjv-break-sbjv
iglasi
9glass
ngabomi/j.
on.purpose
‘Dallasi made Zolij break the glass on purposei/j.’ (03/20/2018)
3.2 Reflexives
• isiXhosa reflexives are formed using a person-neutral, class-neutral, and number-neutral
prefix (underlyingly zi-) which occupies the object marker “slot” in the verb.
(12) Abantwana
2children
abagulayo
2sick
ba-z-ong-ile.
2subj-refl-look.after-disj.perf
‘The sick children looked after themselves.’ (08/19/2016)
• It seems that the reflexive in isiXhosa can only be bound by the grammatical subject of its
local clause.3
(13) uZolii
1Zoli
u-th-e
1subj-say-perf
[CP
[
umntwanaj
1child
u-z∗i/j-ong-ile].
1subj-refl-look.after-disj.perf]
‘Zoli said that the childi looked after herselfi.’
NOT: *‘Zolii said that the childj looked after heri.’ (02/28/2019)
• Causees in the morphological causative, whether oblique or not, are not capable of binding
the reflexive marker.
• Just as we found with ngabom, the causer can bind the reflexive, since it is the grammatical
subject.
3See Aissen 1979, pp.83, 123-128 for the use of reflexive binding possibilities to establish the subjecthood of
causees in morphological causative constructions, and Ahn 2015 for recent discussion of the pervasive subject-
orientedness of morphological reflexives cross-linguistically.
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(14) uThembai
1Themba
u-zi/∗j-ong-is-e
1subj-refl-look.after-caus-perf
abantwanaj
2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Themba made himself look after the sick children.’
NOT: *‘Themba made the sick children look after themselves.’ (08/19/2016; retested
11/18/2016)
(15) uThembai
1Themba
u-zi/∗j-ong-is-e
1subj-refl-look.after-caus-perf
ng-abantwanaj
instr-2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Themba had himself looked after by the sick children.’
NOT: *‘Themba made the sick children look after themselves.’ (08/19/2016; retested
11/18/2016)
• Once again, the causee in the biclausal causative construction does pattern like a subject
for the purposes of reflexive binding (here binding by the causer is impossible–isiXhosa does
not allow long-distance reflexives).
(16) uThembai
1Themba
w-enz-e
1subj-make-perf
ukuba
C
abantwanaj
2children
abagulayo
2sick
ba-zj/∗i-ong-ile.
2subj-refl-look.after-disj.perf
‘Themba made the sick children look after {themselves/*him}.’ (08/19/2016)
3.3 Principle B
• The causee in the morphological causative does not define a binding domain with respect
to Principle B, as one would expect if the causee were a true subject. This means that the
causer cannot be co-referent with an object marker or pronoun.
• Note that this can only really be tested with respect to the oblique causee; for reasons
discussed in the next section, it’s not possible to have an object marker on the verb cor-
responding to the theme if the causee is unmarked (this is why the final reading of (17) is
unavailable despite the fact it would not violate Principle B).
• Predictably, the periphrastic causative does not share this restriction.
(17) uThembai
1Themba
u-m∗i/j-ong-is-e
1subj-1obj-look.after-caus-perf
abantwana
2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Thembai made him∗i/j take care of the sick children.’ (10/03/2017)
NOT *‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi.’
(NOT * ‘Thembai made the sick children look after himj.’)
(18) uThembai
1Themba
u-m∗i/j-ong-is-e
1subj-1obj-look.after-caus-perf
ng-abantwana
instr-2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Thembai made the sick children look after himj.’ (08/19/2016)
NOT *‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi.’
NOT * ‘Themba made himself look after the sick children.’
(19) uThembai
1Themba
w-enz-e
1subj-make-perf
ukuba
C
abantwana
2children
abagulayo
2sick
ba-mi/j-ong-e.
2.subj-3obj-look.after-sbjv
‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi/j.’ (08/19/2016)
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3.4 isiXhosa Subjecthood Diagnostics Do Not Target spec-TP
• An alternative interpretation of the diagnostics we’ve just seen might go as follows:
– Suppose the relevant notion of “subject” is not what occupies spec-VoiceP, but what
occupies spec-TP.
– Then, isiXhosa causatives might be VoiceP-selecting after all, and the behavior of
causees would still be explained.
• isiXhosa allows us to test this quite straightforwardly, since it allows expletive constructions
(including transitive expletive constructions) in which the external argument remains inside
the verb phrase (see Halpert 2012, whose arguments can be transposed from isiZulu to
isiXhosa without alteration).
(20) Abantu
2people
ba-ya-khohlel-a.
2.subj-disj-cough-fv
‘People are coughing.’ (09/25/2019)
(21) Ku-khohlel-a
expl-cough-fv
abantu.
2people
‘People are coughing.’ (09/25/2019)
• There is good reason to believe that the subject stays inside the verb phrase in the expletive
construction in (21), rather than raising to spec-TP as it does in (20), triggering subject
agreement for person, number, and noun class. Notice that the verb exhibits disjoint mor-
phology in (20) (spelled out as the prefix ya- in the present tense), but not in (21).
• Some sort of disjoint-conjoint alternation is present in many Bantu languages, with the
conditioning factors varying across the family, but for Nguni languages there is a consensus
that the following generalization holds (see Buell 2005, van der Spuy 1993; the formulation
here is taken in adapted form from Halpert 2015, p. 122, modified to conform with our
terminology).
(22) Conjoint-disjoint generalization:
Conjoint (∅ in present tense): appears when VoiceP contains material (after A
movement)
Disjoint (ya in present tense): appears when VoiceP does not contain material
(after A movement)
(23) Ku-fund-is-a
expl-learn-caus-fv
uSipho
1Sipho
abantwana
2children
isiXhosa.
7Xhosa
‘Sipho teaches the children isiXhosa.’ (09/25/2019)
We thus propose the structure in (24) for the example in (21); following Halpert (2015), the
post-verbal position of the subject is derived by head-movement of the verb to a position above
VoiceP (not depicted).
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(24) Tree for (21)
TP
expl T’
T
ku-
...
VoiceP
DP
abantu
Voice’
Voice{D} vP
v
√
khohlel v
• It turns out that external arguments that remain low still pass the relevant tests for sub-
jecthood. This is shown for agent-oriented modification in (26), and for reflexives in (28).
(25) Abantu
2people
ba-khohlel-e
2.subj-cough-perf
ngabom.
on.purpose
‘People coughed on purpose.’ (10/03/2017)
(26) Ku-khohlel-e
expl-cough-perf
abantu
2people
ngabom.
on.purpose
‘People coughed on purpose.’ (10/03/2017)
(27) Usana
11baby
lu-zi-hamb-el-e.
11subj-refl-walk-appl-perf
‘The child walked by itself.’ (10/03/2017)
(28) Ku-zi-hamb-el-e
expl-refl-walk-appl-perf
usana.
11child
‘The child walked by itself.’ (10/03/2017)
3.5 The Morphological Causative Cannot Embed Passive
• Another sign that even the productive morphological causative does not merge so high as to
embed a VoiceP comes from the fact that the causative cannot attach outside of the passive
in affix order (or in syntactico-semantic effect).
(29) Ku-danis-i-w-e
expl-dance-disj-pass-perf
ng-abantu.
by-2people
‘There was dancing by people.’ (08/11/2016)
(30) * uThemba
1Themba
u-danis-w-is-e
1subj-dance-pass-caus-perf
ng-abantu.
by-2people
‘Themba made there be dancing by people.’ (08/11/2016)
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(31) # uThemba
1Themba
u-danis-is-w-e
1subj-dance-caus-pass-perf
ng-abantu.
by-2people
‘Themba was made to dance by the people.’ (08/11/2016)
NOT: *‘Themba made there be dancing by people.’
• It’s clear that there’s nothing semantically ill-formed about the relevant reading, since it
can be expressed by the periphrastic causative construction, which involves a separate verb
‘make’ embedding a finite CP:
(32) uThemba
1Themba
w-enz-e
1subj-make-perf
kw-a-danis-w-a
expl-past-dance-pass-fv
ng-abantu.
by-2people
‘Themba made there be dancing by people.’ (08/11/2016)
Important note about by phrases:
The ‘by’ phrase sometimes superficially resembles the instrumental preposition nga- found on
oblique causees, but cannot in fact be the same morpheme:
• Instrumental nga- is invariant up to the regular phonology of the language
• The by phrase preposition agrees with the noun class and number of its complement, with
some of the agreeing forms looking similar or identical to nga-, but others looking entirely
different
3.6 Local Conclusion
• isiXhosa causees, whether oblique or unmarked, fail to pattern like subjects in various ways.
In addition, the causative cannot embed the passive regardless of how the causee is encoded.
• The conclusion must be that both constructions are verb-selecting causatives: the case alter-
nation cannot be attributed to variation in the size of the verbal substructure the causative
morpheme embeds.
• Nor does it seem that the category of the complement is varying: an analysis along the lines
of Folli & Harley (2007) for Italian cannot extend to the isiXhosa alternation, since neither
involves the causative morpheme embedding a nominalized verb.
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4 Explaining Asymmetries between Unmarked and Oblique
Causees
• We’ve seen that unmarked and oblique causee constructions do not differ in their verb-
selecting status.4
• There are nevertheless a number of asymmetries between the two constructions.
4.1 Intervention for A-Movement
• In passives, the theme can be moved to subject position over the causee only if the causee
is oblique (Holding animacy constant–see the appendix).
• An unmarked DP after the verb in the passive of a causative cannot be interpreted as the
causee, but only as the theme; similarly, the DP moved to subject position can only be
interpreted as the causee, and not the theme (again, holding animacy constant).
(33) Abantwana
2children
abagulayo
2sick
b-ong-is-w-e
2subj-look.after-caus-pass-perf
uZoli
1Zoli
(ngu-Dallas).
(by-1Dallas)
‘The sick children were made to look after Zoli (by Dallas).’ (10/03/2017)
NOT *‘The sick children were made (by Dallas) to be looked after by Zoli.’
(34) Abantwana
2children
abagulayo
2sick
b-ong-is-w-e
2subj-look.after-caus-pass-perf
ngo-Zoli
instr-1Zoli
(ngu-Dallas).
(by-1Dallas)
‘The sick children were made (by Dallas) to be looked after by Zoli.’ (10/03/2017)
NOT *‘The sick children were made to look after Zoli (by Dallas).’
4They’re also united with respect to one property that sets isiXhosa apart from some other languages with
similar alternations (see the concluding section for more on this variation). Neither option is restricted to animate
causees (different from Chichewa as reported by Alsina 1992 and from Italian faire infinitif causatives as reported
by Folli & Harley 2007; Pitteroff & Campanini 2013):
(i) Ikhompyutha
computer
i-sombulul-e
3subj-solve-perf
ingxaki.
problem
‘The computer solved the problem.’ (10/03/2017)
(ii) uThemba
Themba
u-sombulul-is-e
3subj-solve-caus-perf
ikhompyutha
computer
ingxaki.
problem
‘Themba made the computer solve the problem.’ (08/19/2016)
(iii) uThemba
Themba
u-sombulul-is-e
3subj-solve-caus-perf
ingxaki
problem
nge-khompyutha.
instr-computer
‘Themba made the computer solve the problem.’ (08/19/2016)
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(35) Allowed reading of (33): “The sick children were made (by Dallas) to look after Zoli.”
TP
DPi
Abantwana abagulayo
‘sick children’
T’
T ...
VoiceP
Voice{}
-w
‘Pass’
CausP
ti Caus’
Caus{D}
-is
vP
v
√
ong−
look.after
v
DP
uZoli
(36) Disallowed reading of (33): “The sick children were made (by Dallas) to be looked after
by Zoli.”
*TP
DPi
Abantwana abagulayo
‘sick children’
T’
T ...
VoiceP
Voice{}
-w
‘Pass’
CausP
DPj
uZoli
Caus’
Caus{D}
-is
vP
v
√
ong−
look.after
v
ti
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(37) Only possible reading of (34) “The sick children were made (by Dallas) to be looked
after by Zoli.”
TP
DPi
Abantwana abagulayo
‘sick children’
T’
T ...
VoiceP
Voice{}
-w
‘Pass’
CausP
ti Caus’
Caus{D}
-is
vP
vP
v
√
ong−
look.after
v
ti
PP
P
ngo-
instr-
DP
Zoli
• Note that in (37) the theme transits through spec-CausP, in order to satisfy the Caus head’s
requirement for a specifier.
• The interpretations available for the following reflexivized causatives point in the same di-
rection as the passivized causative data:
(38) uThembai
1Themba
u-zi/∗j-ong-is-e
1subj-refl-look.after-caus-perf
abantwanaj
2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Themba made himself look after the sick children.’ (08/19/2016; 11/18/2016)
NOT: *‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi.’
ALSO NOT: *‘Themba made the sick children look after themselves.’
(39) uThembai
1Themba
u-zi/∗j-ong-is-e
1subj-refl-look.after-caus-perf
ng-abantwanaj
instr-2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Thembai made the sick children look after himi.’ (08/19/2016; 11/18/2016)
NOT: *‘Themba made himself look after the sick children.’
ALSO NOT: *‘Themba made the sick children look after themselves.’
• The disallowed interpretations of (38) are those that would involve the reflexive marker being
related to the theme position across the unmarked causee.5
5The second of the barred interpretations is doubly ruled out by the fact that causees can’t themselves antecede
reflexives.
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• Without taking a position on whether the reflexive marker is moving as a clitic (Kayne 1975
et seq.) or is the realization of a head into whose specifier an anaphoric element moves
(Ahn 2015), or is the reflection of some sort of agreement relationship, the absence of these
interpretations can be explained as an intervention effect given our structures.
• By the same token, the absence of any such effect in (39) can be explained: the causee here
is an adjunct and therefore not an intervenor.
• Non-reflexive object markers behave similarly: they cannot be interpreted as the theme
unless the causee is oblique. If there is an unmarked DP after the verb, it must be interpreted
as the theme rather than the causee, and the object marker must interpreted as the causee
rather than the theme.6
(40) uThemba
1Themba
u-m-ong-is-e
1subj-1obj-look.after-caus-perf
abantwana
2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Themba made him/her look after the sick children.’ (10/03/2017)
NOT: *‘Themba made the sick children look after him/her.’
(41) uThemba
1Themba
u-m-ong-is-e
1subj-1obj-look.after-caus-perf
ng-abantwana
instr-2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Themba made the sick children look after him/her.’ (08/19/2016)
NOT: *‘Themba made him/her look after the sick children.’
(42) a. uThemba
1Themba
u-theng-is-e
1subj-buy-caus-perf
uZoli
1Zoli
isonka.
7bread
‘Themba made Zoli buy bread.’ (09/25/2019)
b. uThemba
1Themba
u-m-theng-is-e
1subj-1obj-buy-caus-perf
isonka.
7bread
‘Themba made him/her buy bread.’ (09/25/2019)
c. # uThemba
1Themba
u-si-theng-is-e
1subj-7obj-buy-caus-perf
uZoli.
1Zoli
Intended: *‘Themba made Zoli buy it.’
2nd author’s comment: “It sounds like the bread bought Zoli!” (09/25/2019)
d. uThemba
1Themba
u-si-theng-is-e
1subj-7obj-buy-caus-perf
ngo-Zoli.
instr-1Zoli
‘Themba made Zoli buy it.’
6Notice that, for object marking, these generalizations hold regardless of animacy. We propose that the probe
that is involved in object marking is not relativized to (in)animacy in the way we propose in the appendix for the
T head. As to why the two probes should differ in this way, we have no concrete explanation to give. But there is
surely some connection with cross-linguistic tendencies for subjects to be preferentially animate.
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4.2 Allosemy of Caus and the Sociative Reading
• Causatives with an unmarked causee have an additional “sociative” reading, which sometimes
suggests co-agentivity between the causer and the causee, and at other times is best (albeit
imperfectly) translated by the English phrases ‘help X do Y’ or ‘accompany X in doing Y’.
• Such sociative causatives have been documented in many languages in the typological liter-
ature (see Creissels & Nouguier-Voisin 2004; Dixon 2000; Guillaume & Rose 2010; Kulikov
2001; Nedyalkov & Silnitsky 1973, p.13, Shibatani & Pardeshi 2002).
• They are rather understudied in the formal syntactic and semantic literature (see Lyutikova
& Tatevosov 2018; Tatevosov 2018; also Schneider-Zioga and Mutaka’s recent LingBuzz
paper).
• In isiXhosa, this sociative reading is available regardless of the animacy of the causer (com-
pare (43) with (44)):
(43) Ukudinwa
15tiredness
ku-m-lal-is-ile.
15subj-1obj-sleep-caus-disj.perf
‘Tiredness caused him to sleep.’ (11/14/2017)
‘Tiredness helped him to sleep.’
• Interestingly, this sociative reading is unavailable in the instrumental causee construction.
(44) uDallas
1Dallas
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
uZoli
1Zoli
abantwana
2children
abagulayo.
2sick
‘Dallas made Zoli look after the sick children.’ (10/03/2017)
‘Dallas helped Zoli look after the sick children.’
(45) uDallas
1Dallas
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
abantwana
2children
abagulayo
2sick
ngo-Zoli.
instr-1Zoli
‘Dallas made Zoli look after the sick children.’ (10/03/2017)
NOT: *‘Dallas helped Zoli look after the sick children.’
• We propose that the sociative reading involves the causative morpheme optionally introduc-
ing a “sociative” role which is assigned to an argument introduced in its specifier position
(hence only available in the structure in (6), which gives rise to an unmarked causee)–a case
of allosemy.
• The denotation for the plain causative reading in (46a) is taken from Pylkkänen (2008, p.84);
the sociative denotation in (46b) is novel to this paper, although adapted from Pylkkänen’s.
(46) Rules for the Interpretation of Caus
a. JCausK ⇔ λPs,t.λes.∃e’.P(e’)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
b. JCausK ⇔ λf〈e,〈s,t〉〉.λxe.λes.∃e’.f(x)(e’)∧CAUSE(e,e’)∧Sociative(e,x)
• We assume that the sociative role is semantically restricted so that it can be felicitously
assigned only to a causee which is of the right semantic sort to feel the benefit of being
helped to carry out an event or being accompanied in carrying out an event.7
7This is essentially an implementation of Creissels & Nouguier-Voisin’s remark (2004) that “in sociative causation,
the causee is more agent-like than in prototypical causation, and (s)he can equally be viewed as a beneficiary.”
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• In support of this, note that the sociative reading does not appear to be allowed with
inanimate causees in isiXhosa (unlike the plain causative reading of the unmarked causee).8
(47) Imvula
9rain
i-n-ile.
9subj-rain-disj.perf
‘It rained.’ (02/06/2018)
(48) Umfazi
1woman
u-n-is-e
1subj-rain-caus-perf
imvula.
9rain
‘The woman made it rain.’
NOT: *‘The woman helped it rain.’ (02/06/2018)
• In the interests of explicitness, we will now provide sample semantic derivations for each of
the following cases:
– The unmarked causee construction on the sociative reading,
– The unmarked causee construction on the plain causative reading, and
– the instrumental causee construction (which only has the plain causative reading).
• We assume the following composition rules.
(49) Functional Application (Heim & Kratzer 1998, p.44)
If α is a branching node, {β,γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβK is a function whose
domain contains JγK, then JαK = JβK(JγK).
(50) Event Identification (Kratzer 1996, p.122)
If α is a branching node, {β,γ} is the set of α’s daughters, where JβK is in D<e,<s,t>>
and JγK is in D<s,t>, then JαK=λxe.λes.JβK(x)(e)∧JγK(e).
(51) Function Composition (after Wood 2015, p.26)
If α is a branching node, {β,γ} is the set of α’s daughters, where JβK is in D<b,c> andJγK is in D<a,b>, then JαK=λxa.Jβ(Jγ(x)K)K
(52) Predicate Conjunction (Wood 2015, p.23)
If α is a branching node, {β,γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβK and JγK are both in Df ,
f a semantic type which takes n arguments, then JαK=λ(a1,...,an).JβK(a1,...,an)∧JγK(a1,...,an).
8This makes it more restrictive than the English verb ‘help’, which is why we characterize this translation as
imperfect.
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• At this point we must return to the issue of the thematic role corresponding to the external
argument of the embedded predicate, when it has one.
• So far we have made a proposal regarding the syntactic position of the causee itself; what
we have not addressed is how its thematic role with respect to an unergative or transitive
embedded predicate is introduced semantically, given the absence of Voice.
• The literature on verb-selecting causatives is mostly silent on this issue, unfortunately.
• We will assume that it is inserted at LF in a case of coercion. Specifically, we propose a
rule which coerces the denotation of the embedded vP from a function from eventualities to
truth values to a function from individuals to a function from eventualities to truth values,
as follows:
(53) vP Coercion
λes.[P(e) ... ] ⇒ λxe.λes.[P(e) ∧ θEx(e,x) ... ]
Where θEx is a thematic role drawn from the set of roles that can be introduced by Voice,
and vP denotes an eventuality compatible with such a role.
• We will assume that vP coercion applies to the denotation of vP when it is selected by Caus
whenever failure to do so would result in the Causee being unable to be integrated into the
composition, so long as the conditions in (53) are met.
• (Since causees are optional in the instrumental causee construction, vP coercion will not
need to apply if the causee is left out entirely.)
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(54) uSarah
1Sarah
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
abantwana.
2children
‘Sarah helped Dallas look after the children.’ (11/14/2017)
VoiceP
λes.causer(e,Sarah)
∧∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)
∧CAUSE(e,e’)∧Sociative(e,Dallas)
DP
uSarah
Voice’
λyeλes.causer(e,y)
∧∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)
∧CAUSE(e,e’)∧Sociative(e,Dallas)
Voice{D}
λyeλes.causer(e,y)
CausP
λes.∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)
∧CAUSE(e,e’)∧Sociative(e,Dallas)
DP
uDallas
Caus’
λxeλes.∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,x)
∧CAUSE(e,e’)∧Sociative(e,x)
Caus{D}
-is
λf〈e,〈s,t〉〉.λxe.λes.∃e’.f(x)(e’)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
∧Sociative(e,x)
vP
λxeλes.look-after(e)
∧theme(e,children)
∧Agent(e,x)
v
√
ong−
look.after
v{}
DP
abantwana
the children
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(55) uSarah
1Sarah
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
abantwana.
2children
‘Sarah made Dallas look after the children.’ (11/14/2017)
VoiceP
λes.causer(e,Sarah)
∧∃e’.look-after(e’)∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
DP
uSarah
Voice’
λyeλes.causer(e,y)
∧∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
Voice{D}
λyeλes.causer(e,y)
CausP
λes.∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
DP
uDallas
Caus’
λxeλes.∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,x)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
Caus{D}
-is
λPs,t.λes.∃e’.P(e’)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
vP
λxeλes.look-after(e)
∧theme(e,children)
∧Agent(e,x)
v
√
ong−
look.after
v{}
DP
abantwana
the children
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(56) uSarah
1Sarah
w-ong-is-e
1subj-look.after-caus-perf
abantwana
2children
ngo-Dallas.
instr-1Dallas
‘Sarah made Dallas look after the children.’ (11/14/2017)
VoiceP
λes.causer(e,Sarah)
∧∃e’.look-after(e’)∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
DP
uSarah
Voice’
λyeλes.causer(e,y)
∧∃e’.look-after(e’)∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
Voice{D}
λyeλes.causer(e,y)
CausP
λes.∃e’.look-after(e’)
∧theme(e’,children)
∧Agent(e’,Dallas)
∧CAUSE(e,e’)
DPi
abantwana
the children
Caus’
Caus{D}
-is
λPs,t.λes.∃e’.P(e’)∧CAUSE(e,e’)
vP
λes.look-after(e)
∧theme(e,children)
∧Agent(e,Dallas)
vP
λxeλes.look-after(e)
∧theme(e,children)
∧Agent(e,x)
v
√
ong−
look.after
v{}
ti
PP
P
ngo-
instr-
DP
Dallas
• In this derivation, we assume A-movement of the theme is reconstructed (since picking up
thematic roles via movement is not permitted in the framework adopted here).
• We also assume that the apparently instrumental preposition is semantically null in causative
constructions, so that the denotation of the PP containing the causee is the same as that
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of the causee itself (see Alexiadou et al. 2015; Schäfer 2008; and Wood 2013 for similar
analyses of alternations involving obliques in a range of constructions and languages).9
4.3 Optionality
• isiXhosa causees can sometimes be left out, with the causee argument being interpreted as
existentially closed.
• Interestingly, the sociative reading disappears when the causee is left out in this way, just
as it does when the oblique causee is used.10
(57) uThemba
1Themba
u-lungis-is-e
1subj-fix-caus-perf
umekhanikhi
1mechanic
imoto.
9car
‘Themba had the mechanic fix the car.’ (11/14/2017)
‘Themba helped the mechanic fix the car.’
(58) uThemba
1Themba
u-lungis-is-e
1subj-fix-caus-perf
imoto
9car
ngo-mekhanikhi.
instr-1mechanic
‘Themba had the mechanic fix the car.’ (11/14/2017)
NOT: *‘Themba helped the mechanic fix the car.’
(59) uThemba
1Themba
u-lungis-is-e
1subj-fix-caus-perf
imoto.
9car
‘Themba had someone fix the car.’ (11/14/2017)
NOT: *‘Themba helped someone fix the car.’
• These data make sense if only the oblique causee is in fact optional, and the unmarked
causee is obligatory. This in turn follows from the argument vs. adjunct status of the causee
entailed by our analysis in (6) vs. (7).
9We assume that true instrumental uses of nga- are semantically contentful, introducing an instrument role.
The line taken here deserves some comment. A number of authors have noted that instrument arguments have
semantic commonalities with causee arguments, since both are intermediate steps in a causal chain; in addition,
syncretisms between instrumental and causative markers are widespread (see Jerro 2016, 2019 and references cited
there). One might reasonably ask, therefore, whether a unified analysis of nga- in its instrumental and causee uses
would be preferable. While such an analysis might be synchronically appropriate in some languages, and we may
speculate that the semantic similarities between causeehood and instrumenthood played a historical role in the
grammaticalization of nga- as a semantically null marker of causees, we believe that such an analysis cannot be the
correct one for isiXhosa, at least synchronically. The reason is that we have evidence (discussed in section 5) that
sentential idioms preserve their idiomatic readings under morphological causativization, regardless of whether the
causee is unmarked or instrumental. While we do not have a fully worked-out analysis of this idiom preservation,
assigning a substantive denotation to nga- in its causee-marking use would seem to foreclose the possibility of ever
developing one (since an idiom chunk would not make sense as the recipient of an instrumental thematic role). We
thank an anonymous reviewer for urging further discussion of this issue.
10As an aside, note that the grammaticality of (57) and (58) shows that isiXhosa does not exhibit the “obligation
effect” found in Italian causatives for some speakers (Folli & Harley 2007; Pitteroff & Campanini 2013).
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4.4 The Transitivity Restriction on Oblique Causees and Why Causees
of Intransitives are Obligatory
• Causees of intransitives can never be omitted, unlike what we’ve seen for transitives (see
also Alsina 1992 on Chichewa).
(60) * uThemba
1Themba
u-balek-is-ile.
1subj-run-caus-disj.perf
‘Themba made someone run.’ (02/06/2018)
Irrelevantly grammatical idiomatic reading: ‘Themba drove at high speed.’
(61) * uThemba
1Themba
u-tsib-is-ile.
1subj-jump-caus-disj.perf
‘Themba made someone jump.’ (02/06/2018)
• Caus always bares a {D} feature, meaning that it must always introduce or attract something
into its specifier in all circumstances:
– The option of adjoining the causee to vP in the causative of intransitives is thus
foreclosed, since there’s no DP that could be raised into spec-CausP, and we capture
the fact that such causees are obligatory.
– We also predict that in causatives of transitives involving oblique causees, the theme
is raising to spec-CausP. We aim to see if there’s any independent support for this
prediction in future work.11
• This same idea accounts for why the the oblique causee is possible only if there is
another DP in the causativized verb phrase.
(62) uZoli
1Zoli
u-sebenz-is-e
1subj-work-caus-perf
abantu.
2people
‘Zoli made people work.’ (08/08/2016)
(63) *uZoli
1Zoli
u-sebenz-is-e
1subj-work-caus-perf
ng-abantu.
instr-2people
‘Zoli made people work.’ (08/08/2016)
• The idea is that (63) is ungrammatical because there’s no DP present that can raise into
spec-CausP.
• Regular instrumental uses of nga- do not require the presence in the same vP of an unmarked
DP, showing that this restriction is a property of the causative construction rather than a
property of nga- itself:
(64) uThemba
1Themba
u-ty-a
1subj-eat-fv
nge-cephe.
instr-9spoon
‘Themba eats with a spoon.’ (10/20/2017)
11The idea that causatives differ in terms of whether the causee or the theme raises to a higher position recalls
Li (1990).
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• For passive examples like (65), we assume that the theme argument transits through spec-
CausP on its way to the subject position (recall (37)):
(65) Abantwana
2children
abagulayo
2sick
b-ong-is-w-e
2subj-look.after-caus-pass-perf
ngo-Zoli
instr-1Zoli
(ngu-Dallas).
(by-1Dallas)
‘The sick children were made (by Dallas) to be looked after by Zoli.’ (10/03/2017)
5 A Remaining Challenge: Idiom Preservation
• Given that isiXhosa causatives are verb-selecting, rather than Voice-selecting, a transitive
predicate does not have the same structure when embedded under the causative morpheme
(VoiceP is absent, and the syntactic position of the external argument is different).
• One might then predict that it should be impossible to embed a transitive idiom of the the
shit hit the fan type (i.e., one which includes all three of the subject, verb, and direct object)
under the causative morpheme.
• So far we have only been able to identify one idiom of this kind in isiXhosa:
(66) Umkhosi
4army
u-dl-a
4subj-eat-fv
amahashe.
6horses
Literal interpretation: ‘The army is eating horses.’ (11/14/2017)
Idiomatic interpretation: ‘Desperate measures are necessary.’
• As any analysis would expect, the idiomatic interpretation is preserved in the periphrastic
causative:
(67) Indlala
9famine
y-enz-e
9subj-make-perf
ukuba
C
umkhosi
4army
u-dl-e
4subj-eat-sbjv
amahashe.
6horses
‘The famine made the army eat horses.’ (11/14/2017)
‘The famine made desperate measures necessary.’
• In the morphological causative constructions, things are a little more complicated:
– There’s a clear but slight degradation of the idiomatic reading, both relative to (67)
and relative to the literal reading of the examples themselves.
– Nevertheless, the idiomatic reading is merely awkward in Zoli’s judgement, and not
totally out except when it comes to the sociative reading (which is also pragmatically
ruled out for her even on the literal reading).
(68) Indlala
9famine
i-dl-is-e
9subj-eat-caus-perf
umkhosi
4army
amahashe.
6horses
‘The famine {made/#helped} the army eat horses.’ (11/14/2017)
? ‘The famine made desperate measures necessary.’
NOT: *‘The famine helped desperate measures become necessary.’
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(69) Indlala
9famine
i-dl-is-e
9subj-eat-caus-perf
amahashe
6horses
ngo-mkhosi.
instr-4army
‘The famine made the army eat horses.’ (11/14/2017)
? ‘The famine made desperate measures necessary.’
• Assuming that we want the idiomatic interpretations of (68) and (69) to be generated by
the grammar, it’s not obvious how to do this given the structures in (6)-(7).
• BUT, given that the idiomatic interpretation is not agentive, perhaps we don’t want Voice
to be involved in introducing the external argument in the idiomatic reading of (66) anyway
(thanks to Jim Wood for reminding me that cross-linguistically, idioms that contain an
apparently external argument are perhaps invariably non-agentive–see Alec Marantz on this
in No Escape, and in the Morris Halle DM Festschrift). If so, then no problem arises after
all.
6 Conclusion: (Micro)parametric Variation in Verb-Selecting
Causatives
• Harley (2017, p.27) provides a useful summary of the emerging picture of cross-linguistic
variation in productive causatives which select VoiceP or something smaller.
• UG provides a set of functional projections in a certain hierarchy, and languages vary with
respect to which projections they have in their lexicons, and in whether certain projections
are bundled with others12 (the tree in (70) is ours based on what we infer from her discus-
sion, as are the labels ‘Voice1’ and ‘Voice2’ for “embedded” Voice and “matrix” Voice. The
summary of parametric variation in (71) is taken directly from Harley’s (45)).
• Note that the Voice2 may be present only if Caus2 is.
(70) Productive Causatives Crosslinguistically
VoiceP2
Voice2 CausP2
Caus2 VoiceP1
Voice1 CausP1
Caus1 ApplP
Appl vP
v ...
12For instance, Jung (2014) proposes that Korean has Caus2 bundled with Voice2, since productive causatives
in Korean cannot be passivized.
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(71) Harley (2017, p.27) on Parametric Variation in Causatives
a. Turkish: vP, CausP1, VoiceP distinct; no ApplP, no CausP2.
b. Hiaki: vP, ApplP, CausP1 (-tevo), VoiceP, and CausP2 (-tua) distinct.
c. Korean: vP and ApplP distinct. No Caus1P. CausP2+VoiceP bundled.
d. Italian: vP and VoiceP bundled. No ApplP, no CausP1. (Faire Infinitif may
exemplify CausP2).13
• In addition, within the class of verb-selecting causatives (=CausP1 constructions), there is
microvariation with respect to the restrictions Caus1 places on the embedded vP:
– Hiaki -tevo forbids the external argument of vP from being expressed syntactically at
all, instead existentially binding the open argument position (Harley 2013).
– The Turkish causative allows the external argument of vP to be expressed as an ad-
junct to vP. In addition, the Turkish causative selects a vP bearing the feature [m]14,
imposing an animacy requirement on the causee (see Key 2013, who also argues that
Hungarian is the same in both of these respects.).
• The discussion today implies the following about the isiXhosa morphological causative:
– isiXhosa only has Caus1, not Caus2.
– Caus in isiXhosa does not require [m] on the embedded vP (hence no general animacy
requirement on causees).15
– The causee may surface by being adjoined to vP (in which case the causee is oblique).
– It may alternatively be introduced in spec-CausP (in which case the causee is un-
marked).
– If the causee is first-merged in spec-CausP, then it can optionally be assigned a ’So-
ciative’ role.
• The latter two statements represent what might be novel types of microvariation in how
causees can be introduced in verb-selecting causatives.
• Broader implication: Additional evidence, from a different domain than the ones discussed
in Kastner (2016), Wood (2015), Myler (2016), and related work, for the idea that the same
thematic roles aren’t always assigned in the same syntactic positions.
Thanks for listening!
13See Pitteroff & Campanini (2013) for a different view of how Italian fits into the typology.
14This feature, short for “mental state”, is adopted from Reinhart (2000).
15The sociative reading involves an animacy requirement (recall examples (47) and (48)), but on our analysis
this is a property of the Sociative thematic role assigned by Caus, rather than vP.
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Appendix: Animacy and A-movement locality
The data we have seem to indicate that animate DPs do not “count” as intervenors for inanimate
DPs, and vice versa, but that DPs with the same animacy do count as intervenors for each other,
at least with respect to passive.
(72) uDallas
1Dallas
u-phek-is-e
1subj-cook-caus-perf
uZoli
1Zoli
umngqusho.
3samp
‘Dallas made Zoli cook the samp.’ (02/28/2019)
(73) Umngqusho
3samp
u-phek-is-w-e
3subj-cook-caus-pass-perf
uZoli
1Zoli
ngu-Dallas.
by-1Dallas
‘The samp was made to be cooked by Zoli by Dallas.’
Also: ‘#The samp was made to cook Zoli by Dallas.’ (02/28/2019)
Assuming that this is so, the most straightforward way of capturing this pattern is to propose
that (in)animacy is amongst the features probed for by the T head in isiXhosa.16
More specifically, we propose that T bears a probe which is specified to seek values for person,
number, and class, and in addition for either one of the features [animate] or [inanimate]. That
is to say, this probe will come in two versions, one specified to seek an animate goal, the other
specified to seek an inanimate goal. In either case, the probe will bear an EPP feature triggering
movement of the Agreed-with DP.17
With this much in place, the following are the logically possible combinations of a probe and
two goals (where ‘Goal1’ c-commands ‘Goal2’).18 The goal which is eligible to move is underlined
in each case.
(74) a. Probe[animate] .... Goal1[animate] .... Goal2[animate]
b. Probe[animate] .... Goal1[animate] .... Goal2[inanimate]
c. Probe[animate] .... Goal1[inanimate] .... Goal2[animate]
d. Probe[inanimate] .... Goal1[inanimate] .... Goal2[inanimate]
e. Probe[inanimate] .... Goal1[inanimate] .... Goal2[animate]
f. Probe[inanimate] .... Goal1[animate] .... Goal2[inanimate]
This system allows for apparent violations of the Minimal Link Condition when the arguments
do not have the same animacy, since there will always be a derivation in which the probe is
specified for an animacy value which matches the lower of the two goals.
This much accounts for the patterns we saw above, but more still needs to be said, because
there are other grammatical contexts in isiXhosa in which animacy mismatches between two goals
do not allow apparent MLC violations with respect to movement to spec-TP. Specifically, (i)
modulo special constructions such as locative inversion and instrumental inversion, the external
argument in an active, transitive sentence must raise to the subject position and any internal
arguments cannot, regardless of animacy; (ii) in the causative of a ditransitive, if the causee is
16Object marking behaves differently in this respect, as we saw in the main body of the handout.
17This same EPP feature is perhaps satisfied by ku- in some way in expletive clauses. Alternatively, it might
be absent in such clauses altogether, assuming Carstens & Mletshe (2015)’s analysis of such clauses in isiXhosa as
radically defective in their morphosyntactic features.
18We ignore combinations in which the goals have the same animacy value but the probe is specified for a
mismatched value. These would, we assume following Preminger (2014), yield default valuation of the probe for
animacy, with resulting attraction of the nearest of the two goals in accordance with the Minimal Link Condition.
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unmarked, only it may raise to subject position under passive, and the applied argument cannot,
regardless of animacy.
(75) a. uZoli
1Zoli
u-phek-e
1subj-cook-perf
umngqusho.
3samp
‘Zoli cooked the samp.’ (09/25/2019)
b. * umngqusho
3samp
u-phek-e
3subj-cook-perf
uZoli.
1Zoli
Intended: ‘Zoli cooked the samp.’ (09/25/2019)
(76) a. uDallas
1Dallas
u-fak-el-e
1subj-put-appl-perf
imoto
9car
ucango
11door
olutsha.
11new
‘Dallas gave the car a new door.’ (09/25/2019)
b. uZoli
1Zoli
u-fak-el-is-e
1subj-put-appl-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
imoto
9car
ucango
11door
olutsha.
11new
‘Zoli made Dallas give the car a new door.’ (09/25/2019)
c. uDallas
1Dallas
u-fak-el-is-w-e
1subj-put-appl-caus-pass-perf
imoto
9car
ucango
11door
olutsha.
11new
‘Dallas was made to give the car a new door.’ (09/25/2019)
d. * iMoto
9car
i-fak-el-is-w-e
9subj-put-appl-caus-pass-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
ucango
11door
olutsha.
11new
‘The car was made to be given a new door by Dallas.’ (09/25/2019)
We would like to suggest an explanation of these facts in terms of phase theory. We propose
that the heads in the thematic domain of isiXhosa break down as follows with respect to phasal
status.
(77) a. Phases: Active Voice; Caus when it introduces its own specifier; v
b. Not Phases: Passive Voice; Caus when it needs to attract a specifier from below;
Appl
We also adopt the version of the Phase Impenetrability Condition introduced in Chomsky
(2001), sometimes called PIC2, according to which the complement of a phase head is spelled out
upon merger of the next phase head up. With these assumptions, the direct object in an active
transitive will not be visible for probing by T, and the same will be true of the applied argument
in the causative of the ditransitive when the unmarked causee construction is used.19
The fact that unmarked causees count as intervenors under passive is particularly striking
in light of the fact that isiXhosa exhibits symmetrical passives of at least some ditransitives
irrespective of animacy, at least for the second author of this paper (although, as Jochen Zeller
(personal communication) points out to us, many speakers appear to allow symmetric passives
only in cases of mismatched animacy, in line with what we found above for causatives).
(78) Umfazi
1woman
u-phek-el-a
1subj-cook-appl-fv
abantwana
2children
umngqusho.
3samp
‘The woman cooks samp for the children.’ (08/08/2016)
19Given that object marking is still possible in active transitive sentences, we must assume either that the probe
relevant to object marking sits between Voice and vP, or that object markers move as clitics to the edge of the vP
phase before Voice is merged, from which position they will be accessible to a higher probe.
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(79) Umngqusho
3samp
u-phek-el-w-a
3subj-cook-appl-pass-fv
abantwana
2children
ng-umfazi.
by-1woman
‘The samp is cooked for the children by the woman.’ (08/08/2016)
(80) Abantwana
2children
ba-phek-el-w-a
2subj-cook-appl-pass-fv
umngqusho
3samp
ng-umfazi.
by-1woman
‘The children are cooked samp by the woman.’ (08/08/2016)
(81) uSarah
1Sarah
u-nik-e
1subj-give-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
umntwana.
1child
‘Sarah gave the child to Dallas.’
NOT: *‘Sarah gave Dallas to the child.’ (02/28/2019)
(82) uDallas
1Dallas
u-nik-w-e
1subj-give-pass-perf
umntwana
1child
ngu-Sarah.
by-1Sarah
‘The child was given to Dallas by Sarah.’ (preferred reading)
‘Dallas was given to the child by Sarah.’ (also possible) (02/28/2019)
(83) Umntwana
1Child
u-nik-w-e
1subj-give-pass-perf
uDallas
1Dallas
ngu-Sarah.
by-1Sarah
‘Dallas was given to the child by Sarah.’ (preferred reading)
‘The child was given to Dallas by Sarah.’ (also possible) (02/28/2019)
To explain the judgments of speakers like the second author, an independent process of object
shift allowing the theme argument to ‘leapfrog’ the applied object could be proposed, following
work on theme-goal ditransitives in certain non-standard varieties of British English (see Haddi-
can 2010 et seq.). Speakers for whom symmetric ditransitives are only available under animacy
mismatch would lack this process.
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